Call for Papers

Market and Competition Law Review (M&CLR) is an academic legal journal with a double peer-review process published twice a year by Universidade Católica Editora, focusing on current internal market and competition issues. It is meant to be a forum of excellence, promoting scientific debate and gathering therefore high-profile academics, lawyers, judges, civil servants, consultants and regulatory bodies. M&CLR intends to allow a broader understanding and, consequently, a more effective enforcement of the law in these fields.

M&CLR invites academics, PhD candidates and specialized professionals to submit their papers about current internal market and competition issues for M&CLR 2017, volume I, no. 1.

Authors should meet all the requirements laid down in the official Market and Competition Law Review website, including the publication rules.

M&CLR accepts different types of contributions, such as original researches, legislation reviews, case law comments and book reviews. Legislations reviews, case law comments and book reviews should focus on 2016 issues.

Authors must ensure that the submission is original and has not been previously published or submitted to other journals for consideration, whether printed or electronic, nor to any editorial body.
Authors should submit first the abstract of their contribution to be analysed by the editors. After the notification confirming the abstract admission, authors should submit the full draft to be subjected to a blind peer-review process.

Submissions should be completed in Submission of Articles.

**Important Deadlines**

1. Submission of abstracts: **by 01 December 2016**.
2. Notifications confirming abstract admissions: **by 15 December 2016**.
3. Submission of full drafts: **by 15 January 2017**.
4. Peer-review: **by 28 February 2017**.
5. Final notifications: **by 05 March 2017**.
6. Revision by the authors: **by 20 March 2017**.
7. Journal publication: **April 2017**.

Contact: [marketandcompetitionlr@gmail.com](mailto:marketandcompetitionlr@gmail.com)

*Sofia Oliveira Pais,*

General Editor

Volume Editor